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Cambridge Books Online - An introduction
Cambridge University Press is one of the largest and most prestigious academic
publishers in the world and we are widely respected as a world leader in publishing
for subjects as diverse as astronomy, Shakespeare studies, economics, mathematics
and politics.
Cambridge Books Online contains over 20,000 titles and offers predefined or bespoke
collections of content within a richly functional, fully searchable online environment.
Access to Cambridge Books Online is available to libraries worldwide under a number
of attractive and flexible models, ensuring instant access to the best research
available.
With online access to unique, indispensable and extensive scholarly content,
Cambridge Books Online will offer all levels of user a new dimension of access and
usability to support and enhance research.

1. Homepage
Logging in and navigating content
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1. You can log into the site by either using your
regular login details or via the Athens or
Shibboleth portals.
2. Once logged in, or recognised by IP, your
institution’s name will appear in the top right of all
pages.
3. From the homepage, you can perform a quick
search across all titles.
4. You can refine your search further using the
advanced search function.
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5. Use the Browse by Subject option to go directly to
subject and sub-subject lists.
6. Go straight to featured titles or collections via the
quick links here.
7. View the latest titles to be added as well as
forthcoming titles by downloading titles lists.

2. Browsing Content
Browsing by subject
1. Click on the ‘Browse by Subject’ link on the top
right of the homepage to browse all titles on the
site.
2. Once on the browse page, you can then drill down
into each subject field in more detail.
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3. Clicking the + symbol expands the chosen subject or
field, showing sub-subjects.
4. By clicking ‘View All’, all titles in the particular field
will be shown.
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3. Search Results
You can search for content using the quick search or
the advanced search functions on the homepage.
1. When the search results display, there are many
tools you can use to manage your results:
• Sort by relevancy, title, author, print
publication year and online publication year.
• Change number of results shown on the page
• Results can be viewed as books or chapters
• Boolean, proximity and stem searching is
supported
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2. Use the ‘Show search’ function to view your
original search criteria and to amend as required
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3. Save your search results as an RSS feed.
4. The green P indicates that your institution has full
access to this title.

4. Advanced Search
Using the advanced search function
The advanced search link is available on every page of
the site and allows you to select specific criteria to
refine your search.
1. Select ‘limited to your access’ to only search titles
for which you have access.
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2. Use the first dropdown to select the parameters of
your search.
3. Use the second dropdown to further refine your
search rules by including and excluding keywords.
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4. Type in your keyword or phrase and if you would
like to add more search terms simply click the ‘More
choices’ button to add a new row.

5. The Book Page
Viewing content on the book page
1. The centre of each book page contains tabs showing a
book description, table of contents and list of
references.
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2. Click on a PDF icon in the table of contents to view the
specified chapter.
3. The book tools provided on all book pages include:
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• ‘Buy the book’ - takes you to the title’s print
version in the online catalogue
• ‘Find this book in a library’ - searches the OCLC
WorldCat database
• ‘Citation Tools’ - including how to cite and citation
export functions
• ‘Email link to this book’ and ‘Link to this book’ share a link to this book via your email or social
network account
4. You can refine your search further using the ‘Search
within this book’ function.
5. If you do not have access to a title, click ‘Recommend to
a Librarian’ to send details of the title to the account
admin.

6. Book PDFs
Viewing content within PDFs
All content on the site is contained within PDFs that
are split by chapter.
1. If you have access to a title the PDF icon will show
in colour. If you do not have access the icons will be
greyed out
2. Click on the relevant chapter PDF to view the
content. This will display in a separate window.
3. If you have reached the PDF via a search or if you
have used the ‘Search within this book’ function
‘hit highlighting’ will be in place by default
- ‘Hit highlighting’ highlights the search terms
you have specified, within the PDF
4. To switch this function off, close the PDF and click
‘turn of hit highlighting’ below the book tools and
then reopen the PDF
5. To search the PDF for specific keywords click Ctrl
and F on your keyboard and type your keyword
into the search box

7. Help
The Americas
For price quotes and trial requests contact: online@cambridge.org
For Customer Services and other queries:
Toll-free: 800-872-7423
Toll-free (Mexico): 95-800-010-0200
Phone: (845) 353-7500
Fax: (845) 353-4141
Cambridge University Press
100 Brook Hill Drive
West Nyack, NY 10994-2133
For technical support: techsupp@cambridge.org

United Kingdom and Rest of World
For price quotes and trial requests contact: academicsales@cambridge.org
For consortia and multi-site licence pricing contact us on the email address above so we can put you in touch with your local sales office.
For Customer Services and other queries:
Phone: +44 (0) 1223 326098
Fax: +44 (0) 1223 325152
Email: onlinepublications@cambridge.org
Cambridge University Press
The Edinburgh Building
Shaftesbury Road
Cambridge
CB2 8RU
Customer Services on Twitter: @cambUP_CustCare

